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On the one hand, PNG’s economic situation is better now than 5 years ago, (although 
not by much). There’s been positive economic growth, and over past 3 years faster 
than pop growth – but not to date by much over any sustained period. Debt levels are 
now below 40% of GDP; inflation and interest rates are low and foreign exchange 
reserves are adequate. 
 
The better conditions have provided improved business confidence, encouraged 
investment and increased formal employment in most sectors. 
 
This achievement results from: - 
- Major reforms made largely before 2002 related to political stability (notably 

OLIPAC), economic management (notably central bank independence on 
monetary management, superannuation reform and limited privatisation) 

- Fiscal restraint, improved debt management and stable monetary management (by 
successive Treasurers and BPNG), whilst fortunately staving off proposed bond 
deals etc! 

- Especially the good commodity prices, notably for oil, minerals and some agric 
products, driven by the booming Asian market. 

 
This is all positive, but other developing countries, in this region and beyond 
(including Africa) have done much better from the improved market demand, and in 
real terms there’s been no growth since Independence in 1975, and for much of 
PNG’s population the social and economic situation is not any better than then, and in 
some cases worse. 
 
PNG has very long road ahead to raise basic indicators, which remain the lowest in 
the Pacific region and very low by world standards, despite PNG being rich in natural 
resources. 
 
In 2002 the then Government undermined its positive achievements in last months of 
office, through extravagant and poorly planned expenditure that election year. 
 
2007 risks being to some extent a repeat, unless firmer expenditure control and 
oversight of funds is applied, albeit this year’s fortuitously better revenue situation. 
This year requires well planned investment, not loose spending! 
 
Unfortunately, the benefits of growth and the commodity bonanza remain limited; 
largely supporting a few enclaves and one or two urban centres, notably Port 
Moresby, Lae, real estate, mining, oil, and some agricultural commodity producers 
accessible to markets, (so long as we constrain plant diseases – notably the 
devastating cocoa pod borer and others, such as coffee berry disease) 
 



PNG’s current growth is largely dependent upon good commodity prices.  
- Growth remains inadequate and not yet sustainable.  
- PNG needs a wider spread of businesses across country to be sustainable,  

especially small to medium enterprises, which are entrepreneurial, especially 
those able to provide a wider economic benefit, such as the agro-nucleus 
enterprises, like Pacific Spices, producing and marketing spices and essential oils 
from Rabaul) 

 
There have been a few useful, though long drawn out, measures to remove 
impediments to business and investment, including, preparation for improved land 
administration and the informal sector legislation pushed by the Community 
Development Minister. The growth of micro-finance (largely to-date comprising 
savings) is meeting an outstanding need.  
 
The tardiness in removing impediments even when approved, for example with 
respect to approved labour and visa reforms, restrains investment and economic 
activity which should take advantage of the current minerals boom. This is a missed 
opportunity to benefit in the short term, but possibly also diversify longer term 
economic activity. The ongoing incapacity to bring in pilots, engineers and certain 
other skills, results in capital sitting idle, associated business and local employment 
growth being held back. 
 
Too many fundamental reforms have been shelved, so PNG remains high cost and 
uncompetitive in many activities, whilst there’s a need to keep the exchange rate from 
appreciating to sustain competitiveness in agricultural and other industries. 
 
The MTDS and associated medium term plans provide valuable focus, and the 
increased revenue and fiscal restraint have allowed increased allocations for MTDS 
priorities, notably infrastructure restoration and maintenance, law and order, basic 
health and educational services, and HIV/AIDS. But big geographical and other 
disparities still remain, and there is inadequate implementation capacity and 
monitoring of expenditure, and inadequate penalties, as opposed to rewards, for 
corruption 
 
A major problem remains that the State still thinks it should control the whole 
economic process, when it has such limited capacity (and needs to focus on core 
governmental roles, which are in such need of reinforcing).  
 
The Government has: -  

• Halted earlier privatisation initiatives and, despite ICCC’s positive efforts 
to improve sector competitiveness, continues to discourage much 
competition and private investment in utilities and services; 

• Deferred other reforms, such as the reorganisation of provincial and local 
level financing and much public sector reform aimed at refocusing 
expenditure and making the costs of government more sustainable. Modest 
steps have been made, however, with improved provincial/local level 



coordination with the establishment of PLLSMA and reviews, such as by 
NEFC helping at least to focus requirements. Some valuable public 
consultation is occurring, although accountability by the Executive to the 
Public and even to Parliament has been generally atrocious, despite 
positive progress by the restored PAC and the Auditor General’s Office. 
Lack of coordination between agencies is a major constraint and waste of 
resources. Where inter-agency occurs, performance generally is greatly 
enhanced, transparency increased and malpractice and waste reduced.   

• Introduced valuable reforms to Public Sector and SOE appointment and 
dismissal procedures. There have been a few good recent appointments (as 
in forestry and on an acting basis in Justice, where costly out of court 
settlements have been restrained), but the new laws and procedures are 
being widely ignored and Ministers are imposing surprising and 
sometimes extraordinary appointments, for example: in the agriculture 
sector; at the provincial level; recently the National Maritime Safety 
Authority, where there appears to be a distinct conflict of interest; the 
Civil Aviation Authority; the list goes on. There are few professional 
Public Sector managers available and the country needs the best; not 
cronyism imposing “wantoks” or yes men is senior management positions! 

• Stated a commitment to public: private partnerships, but there is little 
evidence of its application in practice, for example with PNGSDP unable 
to make investments in needed infrastructure or utilities.  

 
Several SOEs have improved viability, thanks partly to improved oversight, but 
largely to increased economic activity. A few (like Air Niugini) have reduced 
prices on some services, notably when faced with limited competition, but many 
have failed (like PNG Power, Telecom, etc), with high costs, unreliable and poor 
services, such as the limited mobile phone and internet access. These poor 
communications and other services seriously undermine PNG’s economic 
development and people’s welfare. These SOEs all need investment and, in most 
cases, competition and better oversight, although it can be noted that the fear of 
forthcoming competition in mobile telephony has triggered some activity in the 
current State monopoly, with belated and hasty investment occurring, apparently 
in politically selected areas, as well as feverish legal and political efforts to ward 
off the competition! 
 
The overdue NADP has finally been approved, but still fails to adequately 
recognise farmers as the focus. Government must recognise its role is to provide 
suitable conditions for farmers to be investors, like other businesses, making their 
own investment decisions to increase production, switch crops or even pull out. 
The State has some role to assist and advise small farmers, but it is not for the 
State to choose programmes and winners for them. The State, comprising 
National, Provincial and district entities, must notably facilitate improved law and 
order, infrastructure and access to markets, literacy and information for farmers to 
make their own best decisions. But the State must also recognise overall 
investment conditions, not deal with the sector piecemeal. There’s no point in 



pumping in great funding into overdue research or extension (for example) if the 
roads and bridges are down, or distorted terms of trade or other economic 
conditions prevent farmers gaining an adequate return to their effort. 
 
Government needs to set level investment playing fields, not provide exclusive 
deals, for example for Ramu Nickel in mining, a minor player in potential 
gas/LNG development or for grand hotels, when smaller investments, including 
eco-lodges and dive boats, are the main demand by tourists coming to PNG (and 
isn’t the region already plagued with enough casinos, apart from the negative 
social implications). Inconsistent and frequently altered investment conditions 
frighten off all but some long established and reliable investors and the fly by 
nights, out for quick gain. Most investors, including those less familiar to the 
country, are readily frightened off, at least deferring risky investment till more 
stable conditions prevail or attracted by other destinations. 
 
Debt levels are now significantly reduced (to below 40% of GDP at the end of 
2006 – ahead of the debt strategy targets), thanks partly to GDP growth but also 
significant repayment and non-renewal of domestic borrowings, thanks to the 
windfall revenue. The debt has also been converted progressively from overseas 
to domestic, and short term domestic debt at viable interest rates, to longer term at 
fixed rates. The risk has been reduced but still remains significant, considering 
PNG’s dependency upon a few volatility commodity markets. The recent decision 
by government to use further windfall revenue this year for debt reduction, rather 
than pump it into further investment is sound, at least until implementation of the 
current expenditure progresses. The need for that investment is very real, but a 
major parallel effort is required in restoring implementation capacity, cutting out 
bottlenecks (such as those holding up NRA’s operations). That entails both 
governments’ own implementation capacity, but also its systems for contracting 
out and monitoring implementation. 
 
Sustainable resource management (notably forestry and fisheries) was a partial 
success of the last (pre-2002) Govt, but major failure of the current one. PNG 
must not jeopardise its future from short term decisions. Sound agriculture, 
forestry and fisheries management is critical to PNG’s future. (The recent 
appointment of a recognised professional to head the Forest Authority, however, 
has been a significant positive step). 
 
So, the Government must get real. The country has great potential and energy, as 
demonstrated by the capacity of communities to sustain themselves, often in spite 
of any public goods or services, but rest of world is racing ahead, with the State 
here, and many leaders, often a major constraint, as currently in IT and 
communications. Government needs to look forward too. It just continues to cling 
to old recipes, when everyone else around has moved on! 

 
Too many resources are dished out through MPs, fostering the handout mentality 
and squandering funds needed for genuine public investment and services. 



Government must focus on core activities and do them well, using govt and donor 
resources, set standard rules and apply them firmly and consistently, and free up 
the private sector (including informal economy) to invest, compete and 
implement, and provide goods and services for domestic and overseas markets 
and generate income and widespread employment. 

 
Govt must invest in effective planning, training and management of resources to 
meet growing needs for schools and other services, maintain infrastructure and 
standards, including transparent mechanisms involving wide community scrutiny 
and professional and routine audits to ensure public funds are used to good effect. 
It’s one thing to have all the institutions, like Public Accounts Committee, 
Ombudsman etc, but the watchdogs must be adequately funded and ready and 
able to intervene to stop abuse, where possible, before it happens, not simply 
write audits years after (as has been the case). There is little point in inquiries if 
the results are not released, or there’s no substantive follow up action. The only 
effect then is public disillusion, and we continually hear named politicians and 
senior bureaucrats announcing that they were cleared of this and that, and thus 
proceeding to their next deals and high posts, when they’ve simply been let off by 
lack of follow up, or in some cases worse! 

 
Only with increased and effective (not wasteful) public and private investment 
and productivity will PNG’s economy progress on a sustainable basis (not just 
maintaining modest swings and formidable troughs), and the country and the 
majority of its population not be left behind. 

 
 

 


